PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LYNX Technik Debuts First of its Kind Rack Controller for yellobrik Series
January 27, 2021 – Weiterstadt, Germany – LYNX Technik, provider of modular signal processing
interfaces, announces its new Rack Controller, designed to ease the process of controlling,
configuring, and updating the popular yellobrik line of throw-down bricks.
The RCT 1012 is a first of its kind module allowing a facility to combine the control tasks for up to 12
yellobriks housed in a yellobrik rack. Using just a single slot as part of a yellobrik rack system, the
RCT 1012 removes the time-consuming job of updating, configuring, and setting parameters of
individual yellobrik modules one at a time, offering a bulk update method instead.
Once the yellobrik rack controller is installed in a yellobrik rack, it automatically detects the USBconnected yellobrik modules, and displays them in the APPolo software. Via the rack controller’s
ethernet port connection, a user can quickly and easily visualize, control and configure all the
yellobriks connected to an IP network.
While installed in a yellobrik rack frame (model: RFR 1000-1), the RCT 1012 also detects status
information on primary and redundant power supplies.
The RCT 1012 yellobrik rack controller is available and shipping in February, 2021. More information
can be found at:
https://www.lynx-technik.com/products/yellobrik/rack-controllers/rct-1012-yellobrik-rack-controller/
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About LYNX Technik:
LYNX Technik AG® was founded in 2002 and is now an industry leader and technology provider of software and
hardware interface solutions for real-time signal processing in audio visual environments. LYNX Technik is an
independent privately-owned company with its headquarters, research and manufacturing facilities based in
Weiterstadt, Germany. Sales and Support is covered through secondary distribution channels managed from its
headquarters in Germany, USA (California), and Asia (Singapore).
Product brands include: greenMachine® multi-purpose processing platform, yellobrik® standalone plug-and play
modules, Series 5000™ rack and card-based series, APPolo control system and the Testor | lite 3G digital test
signal generators.
Products include: audio / video / fiber conversion, audio / video distribution, fiber splitters, CWDM mux/demux,
audio embedding / de-embedding, audio delay, image processing, frame synchronizers, test generators, 4K
transmission solutions, as well as a line of rack frames and accessories.
For more information about LYNX Technik’s products & services please visit: www.lynx-technik.com, www.lynxusa.com. For sales please email info@lynx-technik.com. You can also find LYNX Technik on Facebook, Twitter,
and LinkedIn.
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